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Introduction

Berko, Wolf, and Addad (2005) have conducted a study, which
attempts to solve some disagreement between two empirical
conclusions regarding chief perpetrators (dispatchers or

senders) of suicide terrorism: 1. Such personae are normative in psy-
cho-sociological terms; 2. They are practicing terrorism in a most
non-normative way, i.e., they send their own folks to kill and get
killed (for a comprehensive review of this phenomenon see Atran,
2003; Berko, 2004; Berko & Erez, 2005; Bloom, 2005; Merari, 2004;
Pape, 2005; Wolf & Frankel, 2007). 

These authors hypothesized that while being non-exceptional
in most conventional terms, the beholders’ moral infrastructure is
unique in a way which enables them to keep up their activity as dis-
patchers, and at the same time feel and function like devoted mem-
bers of their families (see Pizarro, 2000). The moral infrastructure
of these people was found to comprise two functionally independent
clusters of values: National and Family-bound. Being motivated on
a nationalistic basis (and sometimes a religious basis as well), such
a person would initiate deadly terrorist acts, but at the end of the day,
return to his family and act positively in terms of his own culture.

The contention of this article however, is that the implication
that the beholders’ moral infrastructure accounts for the entire phe-
nomenon should be questioned, especially in terms of external va-
lidity. One aspect of this question is connected to the relative
increasing number of women participating in terrorist attacks (see
Israeli, 2004); for instance, the black widows in Chechnya, attacks
in the name of the LTT (Birds of Freedom), attacks of the so called


